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Casimir 

Symmetry generators representation
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In the κ-Poincaré (bicrossproduct basis) case 

(Modified) Dispersion Relation obtained through

Modified symmetries
Non-trivial properties of 
momentum-space geometry



  

Finsler GeometryFinsler Geometry

Finsler Norm 

●Positive function in the tangent bundle

●Homogeneus of degree one in ẋ

Velocity-dependent generalization of Riemannian metric 

Rund 1959
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Finsler spacetime metricFinsler spacetime metric

In terms of momenta 

Despite its horrible aspect this metric defines some simple relations: 

●Its inverse is related  
 to the particle's MDR 

●In terms of g momenta 
 are simply related to 
 velocities 
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Invariant Lagrangian 



  

Relative Locality and Rainbow metricsRelative Locality and Rainbow metrics

Loret, arXiv:1404.5093

Invariant “rainbow” line element

This would allow us to satisfy one of the key requirments of 
rainbow metrics which is

This invariant Lagrangian suggest us to check whether
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In terms of ζ(ẋ):
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In terms of ζ(ẋ):

From the homogeneity of F(ẋ) one can show that the metric g(ẋ) 
satisfies
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In terms of ζ(ẋ):

In terms of g(ẋ):

Where

From the homogeneity of F(ẋ) one can show that the metric g(ẋ) 
satisfies



  

Wordlines and symmetriesWordlines and symmetries

In the k-Poincaré case

We choose a parametrization 
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Summary and outlookSummary and outlook

●Finsler generalization of Riemannian geometry can be used to 
describe spacetime geometry seen by a particle with given (modified) 
dispersion relation

●This provides a consistent framework to derive physical properties 
of the particle: propagation, symmetries

●Equivalent to a ‘rainbow’ metric associated to classical particles 
with κ-Poincaré inspired symmetries

●Can it be used to treat more complicated cases, when gravity is 
introduced?

●How to introduce interactions?
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